JANUARY

CORE CURRICULUM: EVERY SEMESTER NEEDS A PLAN
Carlita Favero, PhD | Thursday, January 13, 2022

PRESUMED INCOMPETENT II: LESSONS FROM THE STRUGGLES AND VICTORIES OF WOMEN OF COLOR IN ACADEMIA
Carmen Gonzalez, JD | Tuesday, January 18, 2022

FEBRUARY

CORE CURRICULUM: HOW TO ALIGN YOUR TIME WITH YOUR PRIORITIES
Lisa Hanasono, PhD | Thursday, February 10, 2022

MEDIA INTERVIEWS AND RELATIONSHIP BUILDING
Scholars Strategy Network | Wednesday, February 22, 2022
MARCH

**CORE CURRICULUM: HOW TO DEVELOP A DAILY WRITING PRACTICE**
Erin Furtak, PhD | Thursday, March 10, 2022

**PIVOT TO PUBLIC WRITING**
Anthony Ocampo, PhD & Lisa Hanasono, PhD | Tuesday, March 15, 2022

**FULBRIGHT U.S. SCHOLAR INFORMATION SESSION**
Athena Mison Fulay | Wednesday, March 23, 2022

**FULBRIGHT U.S. SCHOLAR PARTICIPANT DISCUSSION PANEL**
Cristina Stanciu, PhD, Enid Schatz, PhD & Amanda Schmidt, PhD | Wednesday, March 30, 2022

APRIL

**CORE CURRICULUM: MASTERING ACADEMIC TIME MANAGEMENT**
Naomi Levy, PhD | Thursday, April 14, 2022

**HOW TO TRANSLATE YOUR RESEARCH FOR A GENERAL AUDIENCE**
Danielle Bainbridge, PhD | Tuesday, April 19, 2022